
helps the back, arms, and hands because of the stretching. It 
helps strengthen the legs and knees. Bowling helps balance, 
motor skills, and coordination. Bowling is good for the mind; 
it promotes focus and problem solving. Bowling builds social 
relationships and helps teach working together as a team. All 
of these benefits are like joining a health club but cheaper and 
more fun.

The best part these days is that bowling in most centers is 
done in a smoke-free environment. Bowling is a great sporting 
activity for people of all ages because of the physical simplicity 
of the game: You can bowl from ages 3 to 103.

 

Q. I have been in a slump for the last month or so, and I have two 
questions: What causes a slump? What steps can I take to get out of 
my slump?

A. There are a few things that can lead to a slump. It could 
start with a quirk in your game, like just turning the ball too 
early or a slight timing problem. Something in your approach or 
swing that is just a little off.

However, I believe that most slumps are mental in nature. 
You go to bowl one night in your league or a tournament, and 
things just don’t go right. You make bad moves or even just 
have bad luck for a outing or two, and all of a sudden, noth-
ing goes right. You lose confidence, you try too hard, and the 
harder you try to get things corrected, the worse things get. A 
vicious circle has begun.

Now for some possible slump busters. For the physical prob-
lems, if that’s what you think has happened to you, go see a 
coach and see if he/she can pick out your problem. Breaking a 
bad habit could turn your game around quickly.

For the mental part of the game, it is my belief that you can-
not practice your way out of a slump. I have always believed in a 
break from the game—not a long break, a league night or two. 
Get a sub and stay home for a couple of sessions. Clear your 
mind then go back and start new.

Many times this is all it takes to relax and let the game come 
back to you. Your confidence returns, and your slump is over.

Just remember that you haven’t forgotten how to bowl. Your 
game will come back, but trying to force things to turn around 
will just make things worse.

I have also one other method that has helped me. I have gone 
out and bought a new ball, and my slump went away almost 
instantly. Because you quit thinking about your problems with 
your game, you just start watching the reaction of the new ball, 
and all of a sudden, things are back on track. If you need a new 
ball anyway, this can be the quickest fix.

To ask a question, email askbob@clearwire.net

“Quote – Unquote”
The first thing I’ve learned out on Tour 
is to get in shape. This year, when I 
went out on Tour, I went out there 
240 pounds and found out that having 
a beer gut and laughing and smoking 
does not go over well—those days have 
long passed. You must get in shape 
because you put a lot of wear and tear 

on your body—your knees, your hands, and even your 
thought process. You put a lot of wear and tear on your 
body. Get in shape—you are an athlete! So treat the 
sport as an athlete.

Bobby Hall II
2010-2011 PBA Exempt Player

It’s a real nothing call; it’s just a 
nuisance. The bowlers have to wait 
until you get to the machine, you have 
to pull the out-of-range bar, you have 
to go up on top of the machine, you 
have to go down on the deck to clear 
the deadwood, you have to go back 
over the machine, and then you have 

to turn the machine back on before they can bowl. So 
basically it’s a pain in the neck because it’s holding up the 
bowling.

Raymond Maya 
head mechanic at Bowl America Shirley, 

on why the “pin-out-of-range” service call 
is not one of his favorites

EDITOR’S NOTE
When this issue was released, the results from this year’s 
NCAUSBCA Open Championship Tournament and Women’s 
Championship Tournament had not been declared official. 
Therefore, several items affiliated with these events that were 
scheduled to appear in this issue will instead appear in the 
Summer 2011 publication.
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